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We investigate how the coherent spreading of the center of mass wave function of a particle, such
as an atom, molecule or ion, affects the particle’s interaction with fields such as the electromagnetic
field or a phonon field, in view also of possible applications to emerging quantum technologies.
To this end, we develop a suitably generalized Unruh-deWitt model for the interaction between
a delocalizing first quantized particle and a second quantized field. We study how the coherent
spreading of the center of mass wave function of the particle affects emission and absorption rates
and we find, in particular, that in the case of a supersonic coherent spreading in a medium, there
should occur Cherenkov-like emissions, along with the excitation of the particle.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In the light-matter interaction, the motion of a parti-
cle, such as an atom, molecule or ion, influences the parti-
cle’s emission and absorption properties through multiple
effects. These effects range from the Doppler effect, that
arises already in the non-relativistic regime, and the ef-
fect of Lorentz transformations on energy gaps at high
velocities, to the Unruh effect that is expected to arise
with extremely accelerated motion. In situations where
the particle’s motion can be described by a classical prob-
ability distribution, these effects can be calculated sepa-
rately for each possible state of motion, to then be added
up incoherently. Our aim here is to investigate the case
when the particle’s motion is quantum uncertain.
It is clear that there are differences between coher-
ent and incoherent or classical superpositions of motion
because quantum wave functions generically evolve dif-
ferently than classical probability distributions. In fact,
as we will discuss, differences can already occur between
coherent and incoherent superpositions of the free evo-
lution of the centre of mass of a particle, i.e., between
coherent or incoherent free delocalization.
In practice, to study emission and absorption processes
for probability distributions of classical motion, it is usu-
ally convenient to transform into the various possible
rest frames of the emitter or absorber, to then add up
the effects incoherently. This strategy is, however, not
straightforwardly applicable in the case of the coherent
superpositions of quantized motion.
To avoid the need to transform into quantum uncertain
rest frames, we will, therefore, employ a technical tool,
previously used, e.g., in [1, 2], that allows us to couple
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quantum fields to first-quantized particles that possess
quantum uncertain positions. Technically, we will work
with quantum fields that take position operators as their
argument, i.e., that are functions such as φˆ(xˆ) that are
both operator dependent and operator valued. Further,
we will work, for simplicity, in the non-relativistic regime
and we will neglect all competing effects, such as higher
ordere quantum field theoretic corrections.
We will begin by modeling the light-matter interac-
tion using a commonly employed idealization which fo-
cuses on only two energy levels of the matter system and
which models the electromagnetic field as a scalar quan-
tum field. When small matter systems, such as atoms,
molecules or ions, are idealized as two-level qubit systems
whose classical center of mass follows a prescribed trajec-
tory, they are known as Unruh-deWitt (UdW) detectors
[3, 4]. These detectors have proven to be a very use-
ful tool for the theoretical analysis of key processes such
as the detection of Hawking and Unruh photons [3, 5–8]
and, more recently, entanglement harvesting [9–15] and
quantum communication through quantum fields [16–18].
The conventional UdW detector model is, however,
limited to the regime in which the center of mass follows
a classical trajectory. We here generalize the UdW detec-
tor model to include the quantum mechanical description
of its center of mass degrees of freedom. The dynamics
of the center of mass wave function of the detector then
effectively introduces an additional time dependence to
the light-matter interaction. This additional time depen-
dence arises already with the coherent spreading of the
wave function under free time evolution. Our aim is to
investigate the impact of this coherent delocalization on
the light-matter interaction.
We begin by showing that the spontaneous emission
rate of an excited atom, molecule or ion can depend on
the rate of its delocalization and on whether the delocal-
ization is entirely coherent or in part also incoherent. We
then show that a new phenomenon can arise in media,
2namely if parts of the center of mass wave function coher-
ently spread faster than the maximum wave propagation
speed in the medium. In this case, the coherent delocal-
ization of the center of mass can trigger the excitation
of the atom, molecule or ion, along with the emission of
Cherenkov-like radiation. This leads to an effective fric-
tion and to decoherence for the supersonic contributions
to the centre of mass wave function, possibly also lead-
ing to a Cherenkov-Zeno-like effect. These phenomena
have the potential, for example, to impact the quantum
channel capacities of light-matter interactions.
II. THE TRADITIONAL UDW DETECTOR
MODEL FOR THE LIGHT-MATTER
INTERACTION
The traditional UdW detector model is a simplified
model for light-matter interactions in which the electro-
magnetic field is modeled as a scalar massless quantum
field. An atom, molecule or ion is then modelled as a
first-quantized two-level system with ground state |g〉,
excited state |e〉 and energy gap E. The center of mass
of a traditional UdW detector follows a prescribed classi-
cal worldline ~x(t), which we will here assume to be non-
relativistic. The total Hilbert space of the coupled sys-
tem factorizes, H = Hinternal ⊗ Hfield. The interaction
between the UdW detector and the quantum field is usu-
ally modeled as a linear coupling along the detector’s
worldline. In the Schro¨dinger picture, the interaction
Hamiltonian takes the simple form:
Hˆint = λµˆ⊗ φˆ(~x) (1)
In the literature, see, e.g., [19], the interaction Hamilto-
nian is sometimes extended to include a classical spatial
smearing function to model the finite spatial extent of the
detector’s electronic orbits. We will here not make use of
this technical tool. Instead, in Sec.VIII, we will describe
the electronic orbitals explicitly. In Eq.(1), λ denotes
the coupling strength, µˆ is the monopole operator of the
detector,
µˆ = |e〉 〈g|+ h.c. , (2)
and φˆ is the scalar quantum field,
φˆ(~x) =
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
√
c2
2k
[
ei
~k~xaˆ~k + h.c.
]
. (3)
The coupling of a monopole to a scalar field in Eq.(1)
is a simplified model for the coupling of a dipole to the
electromagnetic field of the type dˆ · Eˆ. For a discussion
of UdW-type interaction Hamiltonians, see, e.g., [8, 19].
The free Hamiltonian of the UdW detector and the scalar
quantum field is given by:
Hˆ0 = E |e〉 〈e|+
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
ck aˆ†~k
aˆ~k
(4)
While c here stands for the speed of light in the vacuum,
we will later also consider media with lower wave propa-
gation speeds. The transition probability for the system
to evolve from an initial state |Ψi〉 at time ti to a final
state |Ψf 〉 at time tf , working in the interaction picture
and to first order perturbation theory, is obtained from
the transition probability amplitude,
A = −i 〈Ψf | e−iHˆ0tf
∫ tf
ti
dt Hˆint(t) |Ψi〉 . (5)
Here, Hˆint(t) denotes the interaction Hamiltonian in the
interaction picture,
Hˆint(t) = λµˆ(t)⊗ φˆ(~x, t) , (6)
with µˆ(t) and φˆ(t) the monopole and field operators in
the interaction picture,
µˆ(t) = eiEt |e〉 〈g|+ h.c. , (7)
φˆ(~x, t) =
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
√
c2
2k
[
e−ickt+i
~k~xaˆ~k + h.c.
]
. (8)
As an example, which we will later revisit, let us briefly
review the spontaneous emission rate for an initially ex-
cited traditional UdW detector in the vacuum,
|Ψi〉 = |e〉 ⊗ |0〉 , (9)
which is at rest, ~x(t) = ~x0. We first consider the tran-
sition amplitude to a final state in which the detector is
in its ground state and a field quantum of momentum ~k
has been emitted,
|Ψf〉 = |g〉 ⊗ aˆ†~k |0〉 . (10)
We take the limits ti → −∞ and tf →∞ in order to elim-
inate switching effects. In order to avoid the divergence
in the total spontaneous emission probability which arises
from time translation invariance, see, e.g. [8], we instead
calculate the spontaneous emission rate, Rk. Finally, to
obtain the total spontaneous emission rate R irrespec-
tive of the momentum ~k of the emitted field quantum,
we also trace over the Hilbert space of the field degrees
of freedom. The calculation is straightforward and we
here only state the result for later reference:
R = λ2E (11)
In the following section, our aim is to generalize the tradi-
tional UdW detector model in order to take into account
the effects that arise with the quantum delocalization of
the detector. We will also allow the UdW detectors to
couple to fields other than fundamental fields in the vac-
uum. For example, the UdW detector may couple to
photons in dispersive media or to various fields of quasi-
particles or collective excitations, such as spin waves or
phonons in solids or in Bose Einstein condensates. This
will allow us to consider scenarios where the UdW detec-
tor’s real or virtual motion exceeds the speed of propa-
gation of the quantum field that it couples to and we will
find that new effects arise in this case.
3III. GENERALIZING THE UDW DETECTOR
MODEL TO INCLUDE QUANTIZED CENTER
OF MASS DEGREES OF FREEDOM
We will now go beyond the conventional model for
UdW detectors, namely by dropping the simplifying as-
sumption that the center of mass of the UdW detector
follows a classical worldline. Instead, we will equip the
UdW detector with first-quantized center of mass (CM)
degrees of freedom. The total Hilbert space then factor-
izes as H = HCM⊗Hinternal⊗Hfield. We again model the
interaction of the small quantum system and the quan-
tum field via the monopole operator coupling. However,
the coupling takes place at the center of mass position
of the detector, which is now described by the center of
mass position operator ~ˆx. That is, the interaction Hamil-
tonian becomes Hˆint = λµˆφˆ(~ˆx). In order to make sense
of the operator-valued field taking the position operator
as its argument, we apply the spectral theorem, as de-
scribed, e.g., in [1, 2]: an operator-valued function fˆ can
take an operator Aˆ as its argument by expanding the op-
erator in its eigenbasis and evaluating the function on the
operator’s eigenvalues, fˆ(Aˆ) =
∫
da |a〉 〈a| ⊗ fˆ(a). Here,
we obtain
Hˆint = λµˆφˆ(~ˆx) = λ
∫
d3x |~x〉 〈~x| ⊗ µˆ⊗ φˆ(~x) , (12)
where |~x〉 are the position eigenstates and ~x are the po-
sition eigenvalues of the center of mass of the UdW de-
tector. The free Hamiltonians of the UdW detector and
the scalar quantum field are given by
Hˆ0 =
~ˆp2
2M
+ E |e〉 〈e|+
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
ck aˆ†~k
aˆ~k
, (13)
where ~ˆp denotes the center of mass momentum operator
andM is the mass of the UdW detector. The interaction
Hamiltonian, expressed in the interaction picture, then
becomes
Hˆint(t) = λ
∫
d3x |~x(t)〉 〈~x(t)| ⊗ µˆ(t)⊗ φˆ(~x, t) , (14)
with the projection operators |~x(t)〉 〈~x(t)| evolving in the
interaction picture according to:
|~x(t)〉 =
∫
d3p
(2π)3/2
e−i~p~x+it
~p2
2M |~p〉 (15)
We are now ready to use Eq.(5) to calculate transition
probabilities for UdW detectors with coherently delocal-
izing center of mass.
IV. SPONTANEOUS EMISSION WITH
QUANTUM DELOCALIZING CENTER OF MASS
We begin by investigating the spontaneous emission
rate of an UdW detector with quantized center of mass
degrees of freedom, in order to then compare the result
to the spontaneous emission rate for a traditional UdW
detector with classical center of mass. Let us assume that
the center of mass of the particle is prepared in an initial
state |ϕ0〉 =
∫
d3pϕ0(~p) |~p〉. The probability amplitude
for the system to evolve from an initial state |Ψi〉 = |ϕ0〉⊗
|e〉⊗|0〉 to a final state |Ψf〉 = |~p′〉⊗ |g〉⊗ aˆ†~k |0〉 becomes:
A = − iλ√
2ck
1
(2π)9/2
e
−itf
(
~p′2
2M
+ck
) ∫
d3pϕ0(~p)
×
∫
d3x e−i(~p′−~p+
~k)~x
∫ tf
ti
dt e
it
(
~p′2−~p2
2M
−E+ck
)
+O(λ2) (16)
Momentum conservation is automatically enforced, i.e.,
the momentum of the emitted photon and the recoil mo-
mentum of the detector are equal to the initial momen-
tum of the detector. Energy is conserved as well, pro-
vided‡ that we take the limits ti → −∞ and tf → ∞.
In order to obtain the total spontaneous emission rate R
irrespective of the momentum ~k of the emitted photon or
the recoil momentum ~p′ of the detector, we trace over the
final state of the field and the external degrees of freedom
of the particle:
R = λ
2c2M
2
∫
d3p|ϕ0(~p)|2T (p) (17)
Here, we defined
T (p) := 2− 1
p
√
(p+Mc)2 + 2EM
+
1
p
√
(p−Mc)2 + 2EM , (18)
with p := |~p|. Since T does not depend on the initial
center of mass wave function, we may call it the template
function for the spontaneous emission rate.
Let us now assume that the center of mass momentum
distribution does not have significant amplitudes for large
momenta. This allows us to Taylor expand the template
function T around p = 0, to obtain:
R = λ2c2MA
∫
d3p|ϕ0(~p)|2
[
1 + (p/p0)
2 +O ((p/p0)4) ]
(19)
‡ Finite ti and tf would correspond to a sudden on and off switch-
ing of the interaction by an external agent. As a consequence,
time translation invariance would be broken and energy would
not be conserved, since the agent could provide or extract energy
to or from the system.
4Here, we define the constants
A := 1−
(
1 +
2E
Mc2
)−1/2
, (20)
B :=
E
c4M3
(
1 +
2E
Mc2
)−5/2
, (21)
p0 :=
√
A/B . (22)
As is easily verified, in the regime where the energy gap
is small compared to the mass energy of the detector,
E ≪ Mc2, we have that p0 ≈ Mc, i.e., the expansion in
Eq.(19) is then valid in the non-relativistic regime.
For instance, let us consider an ion that is initially lo-
calized in a quadratic potential of an ion trap [20–22].
After switching the ion trap off, the center of mass wave
function of the ion will coherently spread. If the ion was
prepared in an energy eigenstate of the trapping poten-
tial, the initial center of mass wave functions would be
a Hermite function in three spatial dimensions. For ex-
ample, if the ground state wave function of the center
of mass is a Gaussian wave packet of initial width L,
centered around ~x = ~x0,
|ϕ0〉 =
∫
d3xϕ0(~x, ~x0) |~x〉 , (23)
ϕ0(~x, ~x0) =
(
2
πL2
)3/4
e−
|~x−~x0|
2
L2 , (24)
we obtain that the spontaneous emission rate depends on
L through:
R = λ2c2MA
[
1 + 3(L0/L)
2 +O ((L0/L)4) ] (25)
This approximation is valid for all L ≫ L0, where
L0 := p
−1
0 is effectively the Compton wavelength of the
detector. This result shows that the faster the delocal-
ization process, i.e., the sharper the initial localization,
the more the spontaneous emission rate is increased. If
instead the ion was prepared, for example, in the first
exited eigenstate of the trapping potential in each direc-
tion, described by the product of the first (i.e., linear)
Hermite polynomials and the Gaussian,
|ϕ0〉 =
∫
d3x
8
L3
x1x2x3 ϕ0(~x, 0) |~x〉 , (26)
then too the wave function possesses more momentum,
therefore spreads faster, and the spontaneous emission
rate is further increased:
R = λ2c2MA
[
1 + 9(L0/L)
2 +O ((L0/L)4) ] (27)
V. RECOVERING THE TRADITIONAL UDW
MODEL IN THE LIMIT OF LARGE MASS AND
CORRESPONDINGLY SLOW DELOCALIZATION
Intuitively, the dynamical coherent delocalization of
matter affects processes such as spontaneous emission be-
cause it introduces an effective time-dependence into the
light-matter interaction. This suggests that in the limit
of large detector mass, when the center of mass wave
function coherently delocalizes more and more slowly, the
spontaneous emission rate of the UdW detector with clas-
sical center of mass could be recovered.
To verify this intuition, let us calculate the sponta-
neous emission rate in the limit of large detector mass.
We expand the template function T for large detector
mass M , i.e., for Mc2 ≫ E and Mc ≫ p, to obtain to
lowest order:
T0 = 2E
Mc2
(28)
Since the momentum probability distribution is normal-
ized, the integral in Eq.(17) can be carried out in the limit
of large detector mass, yielding the spontaneous emission
rate
R0 = λ
2c2M
2
∫
d3p |ϕ0(~p)|2 T0 = λ2E . (29)
Comparing with Eq.(11), this means that for a detector
with quantized center of mass whose momentum distri-
bution is centered around zero, the spontaneous emission
rate in the infinite mass limit indeed coincides with the
spontaneous emission rate for a traditional UdW detec-
tor at rest. We therefore confirmed the intuition that it
is not the amount of delocalization of the center of mass,
but rather the dynamics of its delocalization that affects
the spontaneous emission rate. We further conclude that
the traditional UdW detector model is a good approxi-
mation only in the limit of large detector masses.
VI. INCOHERENT VERSUS COHERENT
DELOCALIZATION
The delocalization process of the center of mass can
be coherent or incoherent, depending on the purity of
the initial state. So far we assumed the center of mass
of the detector to be in a pure initial state |ϕ0〉 and we
explicitly calculated the spontaneous emission rate for a
Gaussian wave packet state. However, the center of mass
of the detector could also be in a superposition of several
wave packet states. For instance, the center of mass could
initially be in a coherent superposition, |ϕ0〉 ∼ |ξ〉+α |χ〉
with a phase α ∈ C, of two Gaussian wave packets cen-
tered around ~x = ~x0 and ~x = −~x0 respectively,
|ξ〉 =
∫
d3xϕ0(~x, ~x0) |~x〉 , (30)
|χ〉 =
∫
d3xϕ0(~x,−~x0) |~x〉 , (31)
Alternatively, the center of mass could initially be in a
superposition which is in part also incoherent. For in-
stance, the center of mass could be initially in the mixed
state ρ0 =
1
2 (|ξ〉 〈ξ|+ |χ〉 〈χ|) . The light-matter inter-
action indeed distinguishes between coherent and inco-
herent delocalization: due to translation invariance, the
5spontaneous emission rate for the partly incoherent su-
perposition is the same as the spontaneous emission rate
for a single Gaussian wave packet, as given by Eq.(25).
For the coherent superposition, however, we intuitively
expect that the spontaneous emission rate could be af-
fected by the interference between the two wave packets,
except of course in the limits x0 → 0 and x0 →∞, with
x0 := |~x0|, in which the overlap of the two wave packets
in position space is trivial. Indeed, we find that this is
the case: the spontaneous emission rate for the coherent
superposition,
R = λ2c2MA
[
1 + 3 (1− f(x0, α)) (L0/L)2
+O ((L0/L)4) ] , (32)
now depends both on the separation 2x0 and on the phase
α between the two interfering wave packets:
f(x0, α) :=
4x20
3L2
2Re(α)e−2x
2
0/L
2
1 + |α|2 + 2Re(α)e−2x20/L2 (33)
We notice that the incoherent and coherent case match
not only in the limits x0 → 0 and x0 → ∞, but also for
a purely imaginary phase, Re(α) = 0, and whenever the
two superposed wave functions are orthogonal, since the
spontaneous emission rate only depends on the modulus
squared of the initial center of mass wave function.
VII. CAN THE DYNAMICS OF
DELOCALIZATION TRIGGER EXCITATION?
In this section, we investigate whether, in media, the
dynamics of the delocalization process of the center of
mass wave function of an UdW detector in its ground
state is able to trigger the excitation of the UdW detec-
tor, along with the emission of a field quantum. Intu-
itively, the reason for why such a process might happen
is that virtual motion in a medium, similar to real motion
in a medium, could incur a Cherenkov-like effect.
First, let us recall that a charged classical particle trav-
eling at a constant velocity through the Minkowski vac-
uum will not spontaneously emit field quanta, since the
exact same physical situation is encountered in its rest
frame where it is clear that there is no energy available
to create field quanta. In a medium, however, boosts
are nontrivial and it is known that a charged classical
particle that travels on an inertial trajectory can emit
quanta, namely if it travels at a velocity faster than the
propagation speed of waves in the medium [23–25].
Important for our purposes here is that also UdW de-
tectors, such as atoms, molecules and ions necessarily
carry a monopole or dipole (or higher multipole) charge
as they couple to the field. This suggests to consider the
possibility of a Cherenkov-like effect for UdW detectors.
While the classical Cherenkov effect arises for classical
charges coupled to classical fields, an UdW detector cou-
ples not merely to a classical field but to a field that is
quantized. Further, the UdW detector model allows us
to investigate the possible excitation of the quantized in-
ternal degree of freedom of the UdW detector along with
the emission of Cherenkov radiation.
But also, and we will here focus on this new question,
we can ask whether merely virtual motion, in particular,
virtual motion due to the dynamical coherent delocal-
ization of the quantized center of mass, can trigger the
emission of field quanta along with the excitation of the
UdW detector. The idea is that this Cherenkov-like ef-
fect could arise due to that part of the center of mass
wave function which corresponds to coherent delocaliza-
tion with velocities faster than the propagation speed of
waves in the medium.
To this end, let us consider an UdW detector in its
ground state, with quantized center of mass, coupled to
a quantum field in its ground state:
|Ψi〉 = |ϕ0〉 ⊗ |g〉 ⊗ |0〉 (34)
We calculate the transition probability to a state in which
the detector is excited and a field quantum has been emit-
ted,
|Ψf〉 = |~p′〉 ⊗ |e〉 ⊗ aˆ†~k |0〉 . (35)
Through a calculation similar to the derivation of the
spontaneous emission rate we discussed before, we now
obtain the excitation rate
R = λ
2c2
2
∫
d3p |ϕ0(~p)|2 T (p) , (36)
where we again obtained a template function:
T (p) :=
∫ ∞
0
dk
∫ 1
−1
dz k δ
(
−pkz
M
+
k2
2M
+ E + ck
)
=
2M
p
√
(p− cM)2 − 2EM
×Θ(p−Mc−
√
2EM) (37)
The Heaviside step function Θ in the template function
implies that a finite transition probability arises exclu-
sively from those parts of the initial center of mass mo-
mentum distribution for which p ≥ Mc +√2EM . This
means that the dynamics of center of mass delocalization,
i.e., virtual motion alone, can indeed trigger the excita-
tion of the detector and the emission of a field quantum.
The condition is that at least parts of the center of mass
wave function must spread faster than the critical veloc-
ity vcrit := c+
√
2E/M set by the maximum propagation
speed, c, of waves in the medium and also by the energy
gap, E, of the detector. We notice that, depending on
the size of the detector gap, the critical velocity can be
significantly larger than the wave propagation speed c in
the medium.
The case of a charge without an internal degree of free-
dom is obtained as the limiting case E → 0. In this limit-
ing case, the interaction Hamiltonian commutes with the
6then vanishing free Hamiltonian of the internal degree of
freedom.
Regarding the terminology, we refer to the excitation
and radiation induced by a superluminal, or supersonic,
coherent spreading of the center of mass wave function
as a Cherenkov-like effect.
Concretely, for instance for an atom coupling to the
electromagnetic field in a medium, we expect that suffi-
ciently superluminal virtual center of mass velocities (i.e.,
velocities satisfying v ≥ vcrit) can lead to the excitation
of the atom and the emission of a photon. In the same
way, sufficiently supersonic center of mass virtual veloc-
ities of an atom in a Bose Einstein condensate should
lead to the excitation of the atom and the emission of a
phonon. For Bose Einstein condensates [26] the sound
propagation speed can be as low as mm/s, i.e., atoms
with virtual velocities above this speed can still be well
within the non-relativistic regime that we are working in
here.
Generally, the Cherenkov-like effect leads to dissipative
friction for any coherent delocalization above the criti-
cal velocity vcrit, (reminiscent to the Greisen-Zatsepin-
Kuzmin (GZK) limit for the real motion of cosmic ray
protons [27, 28]). The Cherenkov-like effect, therefore,
also represents a source of decoherence for virtual motion
above the critical velocity. In practical applications of
quantum technologies, this could mean, for example, that
if an atom or molecule in a medium is to receive quan-
tum information by absorbing a photon or other field
quantum entangled with an ancilla, then that transfer
of entanglement, i.e., of quantum information, is vulner-
able to decoherence. The vulnerability arises from the
Cherenkov-like effect if the absorption process localizes
the absorbing atom or molecule too strongly, namely if,
after the absorption, the center of mass wave function
contains significant components above the critical veloc-
ity vcrit. We notice that vcrit can be manipulated exter-
nally in as far as the energy gap of the UdW detector can
be manipulated externally, e.g., via the Zeeman or Stark
effects.
VIII. HARMONIC HYDROGEN ATOM
COUPLING TO ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
While the UdW detector model is a simplified model
of the light-matter interaction that allows one to effi-
ciently investigate aspects of emission and absorption
processes qualitatively, let us now generalize one of our
results above to a quantitative order-of-magnitude anal-
ysis. Namely, as we saw in section IV, the UdW detector
model indicates that the dynamics of the coherent de-
localization of an atom’s center of mass should impact
the rate of spontaneous emission. In order to estimate
the order of magnitude of the effect, it would not be re-
liable to continue to model the atom’s internal degree
of freedom as a simple qubit§ coupling to a scalar field.
Instead, let us calculate the spontaneous emission rate
for a hydrogen atom coupled to the electromagnetic field
with the center of mass of the hydrogen atom dynami-
cally delocalizing. We model the electron and the proton
in the hydrogen atom fully quantum mechanically (with
position operators ~ˆxe and ~ˆxp and momentum operators
~ˆpe and ~ˆpp), which respectively interact with the electro-
magnetic field via minimal coupling.
The only simplification that we will use, to make the
calculation of the order of magnitudes estimate easier,
is to replace the Coulomb potential by a harmonic po-
tential that is tuned such that the energy gap, ~Ω, be-
tween ground and first excited states match that of the
Coulomb potential. In the temporal gauge, the Hamilto-
nian of this harmonic hydrogen atom is
Hˆ =
(
~ˆpp − qp ~ˆA(~ˆxp)
)2
2mp
+
(
~ˆpe + qe ~ˆA(~ˆxe)
)2
2me
(38)
+
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
c~k
2∑
s=1
aˆs†~k
aˆs~k +
µΩ2
2
(
~ˆxp − ~ˆxe
)2
,
where the electromagnetic field operators,
~ˆA(~x) =
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
√
~
2ǫ0ck
2∑
s=1
~ǫs(~k)
[
aˆs~ke
i~k~x + h.c.
]
, (39)
couple respectively to the position operators of the elec-
tron and the proton. In order for the model to describe
ions as well, for now we allow for different charges of elec-
tron and core. Later, we will set qe = qp = 1.6·10−19C for
the hydrogen atom. The interaction Hamiltonian reads
Hˆint :=
qe~ˆpe ~ˆA(~ˆxe)
2me
− qp~ˆpp
~ˆA(~ˆxp)
2mp
+ h.c. , (40)
where here, in the dipole approximation, we neglected
the diamagnetic A2 terms, which are of second order in
the fine structure constant. We now introduce relative
and center of mass position operators, ~ˆxrel := ~ˆxe − ~ˆxp
and ~ˆxCM :=
me
M ~ˆxe+
mp
M ~ˆxp, as well as their conjugate mo-
mentum operators, ~ˆprel and ~ˆpCM, with M the total mass
and µ the reduced mass of the atom. The total Hilbert
space factorizes as H = HCM ⊗Hrel ⊗Hfield. In the new
§ The conventional UdW detector model (with classical center of
mass) is routinely extended to account for the finite size of the
atom due to the electronic orbital wave functions by introducing
spatial smearing functions [19]. Here, for increased accuracy, we
instead quantize all degrees of freedom.
7coordinates, we obtain for the interaction Hamiltonian:
Hˆint =
∫
d3x
∫
d3y ~ˆpCM |~x〉 〈~x| ⊗ |~y〉 〈~y|
⊗
[
qe
2M
~ˆA
(
~x+ µme ~y
)
− qp
2M
~ˆA
(
~x− µmp ~y
) ]
+
∫
d3x
∫
d3y |~x〉 〈~x| ⊗ ~ˆprel |~y〉 〈~y|
⊗
[
qe
2me
~ˆA
(
~x+ µme ~y
)
+
qp
2mp
~ˆA
(
~x− µmp ~y
)]
+h.c. (41)
The free Hamiltonian of the atom and the electromag-
netic field becomes,
Hˆ0 =
~ˆp2CM
2M
+
~ˆp2rel
2µ
+
∫
d3k
(2π)3/2
c~k
2∑
s=1
aˆs†~k
aˆs~k +
µΩ2
2
~ˆx2rel
(42)
and it allows us to express the interaction Hamiltonian
in Eq.(41) in the interaction picture.
Let us now calculate the spontaneous emission rate for
an initially excited atom with quantized center of mass,
coupled to the vacuum state of the electromagnetic field,
|Ψi〉 = |ϕ0〉 ⊗ |e〉 ⊗ |0〉 . (43)
We assume that the three-dimensional harmonic oscilla-
tor is in either one of its three first excited states:
|e〉 = |n1, n2, n3〉 ∈ {|1, 0, 0〉 , |0, 1, 0〉 , |0, 0, 1〉} (44)
We first calculate the transition probability amplitude
for the initial state to evolve to the final state |Ψf 〉 =∣∣~p′〉⊗|g〉⊗aˆs†~k |0〉, in which the atom is in its ground state,
|g〉 = |0, 0, 0〉, and a photon of momentum ~k and spin s
has been emitted. We obtain, working in the interaction
picture and to first order in perturbation theory:
A = − i
~
e
− i
~
(
~p′2
2M
+ 3
2
~Ω+~ck
)
tfϕ0(~p′+ ~k)
√
~
2ǫ0ck
×~ǫs(~k) 1
(2π)3/2
∫ tf
ti
dt e
i
~
(
−2~~p′~k−~2~k2
2M
−~Ω+~ck
)
t
×
(∫
d3y ~p′ψg(~y)ψe(~y)
[
qe
M
e−i
µ
me
~k~y − qp
M
e
i µ
mp
~k~y
]
+
∫
d3p ~p ψ˜g(~p)
[
qe
me
ψ˜e(~p+
µ~
me
~k)
+
qp
mp
ψ˜e(~p− µ~mp~k)
])
+O(q2) (45)
Here, ψg(~y), ψe(~y), ψ˜g(~p) and ψ˜e(~p) are the ground state
and first excited state wavefunctions of the harmonic os-
cillator in the position and momentum representations
respectively. We now average over the three first excited
states of the harmonic oscillator and trace over the recoil
momentum ~p′ of the center of mass, as well as over the
momentum ~k and spin s of the emitted photon, such as
to obtain the spontaneous emission rate:
R = µMΩ
2ǫ0c~
∫
d3p |ϕ0(~p)|2 T (p) (46)
Here, we defined the template function,
T (p) :=
∫ k+
k−
dk
F (k)2
p
[
1 +
k2p2
2Ω2~2M2
− G(k)
2
2Ω2~2
]
, (47)
with
k± := ±p− cM +
√
(±p− cM)2 + 2Ω~M , (48)
F (k) :=
qe
me
e−µk
2/(4Ω~m2e) +
qp
mp
e−µk
2/(4Ω~m2p) , (49)
G(k) :=
k2
2M
+ ck − ~Ω . (50)
We carry out the k integration in the template function
T and Taylor expand around p = 0, to obtain:
R = µΩC
2ǫ0c
∫
d3p |ϕ0(~p)|2
[
1 + (p/p0)
2 +O ((p/p0)4) ]
(51)
Here, we defined the constants
C ≈ 1.66 · 1021A2s3kg−2m−2 , (52)
D ≈ 2.96 · 1064A2s5kg−4m−4 , (53)
p0 :=
√
C/D ≈ 2.37 · 10−22kgm/s . (54)
We note that the momentum p0 corresponds to a velocity
v0 ≈ 1.42 ·105m/s. The expansion in E.(51) is, therefore,
valid in the non-relativistic regime, namely for all center
of mass wave functions which possess significant proba-
bility amplitudes only for velocities v ≪ v0. Considering
a Gaussian wave packet for the initial center of mass wave
function, the spontaneous emission rate becomes a func-
tion of the initial width, L, of the Gaussian wave packet:
R = µΩC
2ǫ0c
[
1 + 3(L0/L)
2 +O ((L0/L)4) ] (55)
Here, we defined L0 := ~/p0 ≈ 2.80 · 10−12m. The low-
est order term, µΩC2ǫ0c ≈ 6.86 · 108s−1, which does not de-
pend on the initial center of mass wave function, is indeed
roughly the spontaneous emission rate of an excited hy-
drogen atom (R ≈ 6.27 · 108s−1, see, e.g., [29]). This
indicates that our description of the hydrogen atom as
an electron bound to a proton via a harmonic potential,
rather than a Coulomb potential, is a reasonably good
quantitative model for our purposes here, in the sense
that it yields the right orders of magnitude for the spon-
taneous emission rate from the first excited states.
8Let us now assume that the center of mass of the hy-
drogen atom is initially coherently localized to some mod-
erate extent, for example, at the scale of the size of the
hydrogen atom, L = 5.29 · 10−11m. From Eq.(55), we
obtain that this should lead to an increase of the sponta-
neous emission rate (compared to the spontaneous emis-
sion rate obtained for a harmonic hydrogen atom with
initially completely delocalized center of mass) of 0.84%.
It is reasonable to expect a similar-sized effect for the
hydrogen atom with Coulomb potential. Let us also ad-
dress the question of the validity of the non-relativistic
approximation for the motion of the center of mass in
this scenario. Our choice for L above implies an uncer-
tainty in position of ∆x ≈ 3.74 · 10−11m, which, via the
uncertainty principle and given the mass of the hydro-
gen atom, corresponds to an uncertainty in velocity of
∆v ≈ 5.31 · 103m/s, which is within the non-relativistic
regime.
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK
The formalism of UdW detectors provides a simpli-
fied model of the light-matter interaction in which atoms,
molecules or ions are modeled as two-level first-quantized
systems (or qubits) with a classical center of mass that
possesses a prescribed trajectory. The UdW model has
proven to be useful for qualitative studies of a wide range
of important phenomena, from the Unruh and Hawking
effects to entanglement harvesting and quantum commu-
nication through quantum fields. Here, we generalized
the UdW detector model to include the quantumness of
the center of mass degrees of freedom.
First, we found that the dynamics of the coherent de-
localization of the center of mass influences the emission
and absorption processes in the vacuum. This suggests
that it should be very interesting to generalize prior stud-
ies with UdW detectors to include the quantumness of
the center of mass of the UdW detectors. For example,
the ability of a pair of UdW detectors to extract entan-
glement from the vacuum is known to depend on the spa-
tial extent of the detectors [12–15]. It will be interesting,
therefore, to examine also how the quantum dynamics of
the center of mass position uncertainty of UdW detectors
modulates their ability to extract entanglement from the
vacuum. These studies into the entanglement of the vac-
uum state could then also relate to holography, see, e.g.,
[9–11, 30–34].
Second, we found the phenomenon that, in media,
the coherent delocalization of an atom, molecule or ion
can induce Cherenkov-like radiation, along with the ex-
citation of the particle. The phenomenon should oc-
cur when the virtual motion of the center of mass pos-
sesses probability amplitudes for velocities faster than
vcrit = c+
√
2E/M , where c is the maximum wave prop-
agation speed of the quantum field in the medium and
where E and M are the particle’s energy gap and mass
respectively.
This new Cherenkov-like effect may be experimentally
observable, e.g., for an atom or molecule of a different
species in a Bose Einstein condensate, if the particle co-
herently delocalizes faster than the velocity vcrit that
arises from the propagation speed, c, of phonons in the
BEC and the energy gap, E. The sound propagation
speed can be as low as mm/s for certain Bose Einstein
condensates [26]. For quantitatively accurate predictions,
our calculations should, of course, be refined by using re-
alistic dispersion relations in media, such as BECs.
Several interesting consequences arise from the fact
that the part of an atom, molecule or ion’s center of
mass wave function that coherently spreads faster than
the critical speed vcrit is prone to triggering the emis-
sion of the Cherenkov-like radiation. One consequence
is that a rapid spread of the particle’s center of mass
wavefunction can be hindered by the energy loss (some-
what akin to evaporative cooling) due to the emission of
Cherenkov-like radiation.
On the other hand, it should be interesting to explore
if the new Cherenkov-like effect may also lead to a more
subtle Cherenkov-Zeno type of phenomenon in which it
is not the spread of the particle’s position wave func-
tion but in which it is instead the spread of the par-
ticle’s momentum wave function which is hindered: let
us consider a scenario where the particle or UdW de-
tector is exposed to an external potential that induces
the coherent spreading of its momentum wave function.
For example, the particle could temporarily be in an in-
verted harmonic oscillator potential (which is feasible for
trapped ions or atoms, see, e.g., [20–22]). In this case,
as the UdW detector’s center of mass momentum wave
function tries to spread into large momenta, the medium
continually keeps ‘measuring’ whether or not among the
coherent superpositions of states of motion of the UdW
detector there are speeds above the critical speed vcrit,
namely through the new Cherenkov-like effect. As a con-
sequence, in a Cherenkov-Zeno-like effect, the spreading
of the momentum wave function into these high momenta
should be slowed down.
It may also be possible to gain more intuition and in-
sights into the predicted Cherenkov-like effect by using
the new methods of quantum reference frames. To see
this, let us first consider the regular Cherenkov effect:
while a charge traveling with uniform speed below the
wave propagation speed, cm, in a medium will not radi-
ate, the charge will radiate in the form of a shock wave if
its speed exceeds cm. Indeed, in a medium we can con-
sider formal Lorentz transformations with c replaced by
cm. A charge with a worldline that is formally spacelike
with respect to cm would, after a suitable formal Lorentz
transformation, be an extended charge that couples to
the field at a point in time - and as such be bound to
radiate. This explanation requires performing a formal
Lorentz transformation that is specific to the speed of
the worldline of the particle.
In our case here, however, the motion of the center of
mass is quantum and possesses a range of potential ve-
9locities in coherent superposition. This means that to
extend our explanation above for the Cherenkov effect
here requires one to perform coordinate changes to quan-
tum uncertain reference frames via quantum uncertain
Lorentz transformations. A formalism of such quantum
reference frames and related techniques are being devel-
oped, see, e.g., [35–40] and it will be natural to try to
apply them to the Cherenkov-like effect here, that arises
from coherent time evolutions of the center of mass, in-
cluding coherent delocalization. The formalism of quan-
tum reference frames may also be useful for taking into
account relativistic effects, since it should allow us, for
example, to hold the energy gap fixed in the detector’s
rest frame, even when the rest frame is quantum uncer-
tain.
Finally, it should be very interesting to investigate
the roˆle of the quantumness of the center of mass de-
gree of freedom of UdW detectors in the transmission of
quantum information, i.e., of entanglement, in the light-
matter interaction. The transfer of entanglement be-
tween traditional UdW detectors via quantum fields has
been studied in the field of relativistic quantum informa-
tion, see, e.g., [16–18]. The conventional UdW detector
model is too crude, however, to capture some essential
features, such as the quantum dynamics of recoil.
Let us consider, for example, the case of a photon
which is initially entangled with an ancilla and which
is then absorbed by an atom. By absorbing the photon,
the atom acquires the entanglement with the ancilla. The
question arises to what extent it is the atom’s center of
mass degrees of freedom, and to what extent it is the
atom’s internal degrees of freedom that become entan-
gled with the ancilla upon the absorption of the photon.
The answer will depend, on one hand, on the amount
by which the photon was entangled with the ancilla via
its polarization and via its orbital degrees of freedom re-
spectively. On the other hand, given the roˆle of the re-
coil, the fraction of entanglement acquired by the center
of mass degree of freedom will depend on the dynam-
ics of the delocalization of the atom’s centre of mass. It
should be very interesting, therefore, to generalize our in-
vestigation here for the study of quantum channels that
arise with the light-matter interaction in modern quan-
tum technologies, such as in quantum communication
and quantum computing.
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